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as for batiatus, let history judge him. he failed to reckon with his slave, just like he failed in all other aspects of his life. in the end, the only thing he ever truly cared about was himself, and the only reason the whole thing lasted as long as it did, was
because everyone in the senate believed spartacus was going to betray him. and so a story ends, both of spartacus and batiatus. and perhaps, more interesting than anything else, what we got, was two men finally loving each other, because after the
whole hell has come down on them, they cannot do anything else. but his time away from the gladiators and on to the battlefield is a dangerous one. has he learned from his mistakes? will he go back to them, no matter what the consequences? he asks
himself these questions of course, but its the answers which are mostly of interest. and laeta: does she fight to save him, or to kill him? is it enough that she knows his fate, and is prepared to enforce it? in the end, we know nothing for sure. the fact that
she tells him to run away is as ominous as anything else here. its time for another battle, and our heroes are another sort of same from last week: batiatus and crixus. the reason they can be as well is that this is the last episode of the main romans
series. there is still a few ways a spin-off could go, but none of them really interest me. i would rather get rid of the good guys and start over with the bad, if only for the naturalness of it. whichever team emerges, the ebb and flow is now a very definite
process. the bad dudes win. the good dudes lose. the roles have switched. the tone is high. and the last great feud is now complete.
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the answer is with the most spartacus-light episode of this season possibly since the series began.
and yet, unlike the last time they attempted to go heavy on the roman side of things, this one had
something we could latch onto: gannicus. the story of his escape, intertwined with laetas expulsion
from rome, was easily the most interesting strand in the episode, not least because its the last
season: there was no guarantee he was going to make it out alive. still, crassus never really rises
above the role of being a war profiteer on the screen. sure, its clear he loves what he has going on.
but it never looks like a hobby, it looks like a business, and ultimately that isnt why he has come to
power. the war is just an excuse to get his foot in the door of power, and thats enough of an interest
for him. in terms of story, this season has been largely aimed at consolidating the various story arcs
which have been building over the seasons. its great to see it finally being established that varinia is
a manipulative and generally unpleasant woman, and then seeing her corrupted by crassus. we get
to see what the "replacement" of glaber is up to. all good stuff. and even the crassus/spartacus
contest has begun to happen. however, i think it has suffered from a lack of variety. now ive seen
quite a few spartacus episodes before, but it still did surprise me how much i found myself liking
crixus. up until now, he has been a terrible piece of shite. over the years, ive seen him have his
moments of understanding of the plight of the slave, but never has he been particularly likeable.
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